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The CHAIRI"'AN ( tra:nsla ted from French) : I declare open the 202nd plenary meeting 
of the Committee on Disarmament. 

My dear colleagues, allaH me first of all to welcome among us His Excellency 
Ambassador Andreani, the Director of Political Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of France, and the Right Honourable Douglas Hurd, the Minister of State for 
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom, \-lho have come to Geneva 
today to address the Committee. I thank them very warmly for their interest in our 
work, and I am sure that all members of the Committee will listen to their statements 
Hith very keen attention. 

I have on my list of speakers for today the representatives of France, the 
United Kingdom, Brazil, the Soviet Union and Japan. 

I now give the floor to the representative of France, His Excellency 
Ambassador Andreani. 

Mr. ANDREANI (France) (translated from French): It is a pleasure and an honour 
for the representative of France to address the Committee under the chairmanship of 
the representative of a country which .ts united Hith mine by bonds of deep friendship. 

I am particularly glad to be able to speak today before the Committee on 
Disarmament. The Government of France attaches prime importance to the role of your 
Committee, which is the only multila.teral negotiating body on disarmament at the 
Horld level. Institutionally, the establishment of the Committee was the main 
achievement of the first special session of the United Nations General Assembly 
devoted to disarmament. The provisions of its statute, l:lhich are in conformity with 
the principle of the equality of States, have, amone other things, permitted the 
participation of France in the multilateral disarmament endeavour under the aegis of 
the United Nations. He have not forgotten the major part played in the drafting of 
that statute of the Committee on Disarmament by l''lr. Garc:La Robles, to \-lhom I would 
like to offer my respects. 

The French Government fully recognizes the priority attaching to the problem of 
disarmament, as well as the responsibilities of the international community in that 
connection. The questions of disarmament and development today constitute the two 
main objectives of co-operation between the nations. Mrs. Gandhi has just 
reaffirmed this at the opening of the summit meeting of the non-aligned countries. 

Disarmament is in itself one of the most desirable of objectives: it would 
contribute greatly to the stability of international relations; it would eliminate 
formidable destructive capabilities; it Hould mean the saving of enormous resources. 
Its principal merit would be the contribution it could make to the two priority needs 
of our ' time: security and-- again-- development. The Committee on Disarmament 
has rightly indicated this dual relationship in its "Decalogue": "Disarmament and 
international security"; "Disarmament and development'~ . 

I should like to stress that the French Government attaches special importance 
to the second of these two items. 

As to the relationship between disarmament and security, it is at the very heart 
of the entire disarmament endeavou~. The Final Document adopted by the 
United Nations General Assembly at its special session in 1978 puts it very clearly: 
undiminished security at the lowest possible level of armaments. 
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Hov1ever, security is a complex notion. It depends in the first instance on tlw 
state of international relations. Thus disarmament cannot be an autonomous process 
independent of tensions, threats and crises. 

Security also depends on intrinsic conditions: the maintenance of the balances 
that are necessa~y to it in certain situations; international verification, which 
alone can c~eate confidenc~ that agreements are being respected . 

. If thea~ conditions arc not fulfilled, or if the need for them is not recognized, 
He cannot pl~oceed touards disarmament. This explains the difficulties and obstacles 
we are encountering -- difficultie3 further increased by the constant innovations in 
technology. I 'do not have t~' stress these fects to you. 

We are all aware today of the disappointment and impatience provoked by the 
slowness of the negotiatio~s · and, in certain matters, their absence. I know that 
these feelings are echoed e,·cn in this Comm~ttee. They uere noticeable even last 
year, at the second special session of the General 1\ssembly devoted to disarmament. 
We h2ve seen how the lack of progress in disar~ament, and in particular in nuclear 
disarlilawent, has causeC: a kind of disolaceinerit.of aim ar.1ong man:' people: if there 
was no hope of a rapid reduction in nuclear arsenals until the complete elimination 
of weapons, then, it was said, nuclear war could be prevented by the prohibition of 
the use of weapons. 

It was thus that A proposal waa put before tho Committee on Disarmament for the 
first time for the inclusion in its a~enda of an item on the prevention of nuclear 
\var. 

In that connection I should like to draw attention to the somewhat exaggerated 
character of certain Hidesprea<i fears concer11ing the alleged imminence of the threat 
of nuclear vtar. 

I should then like to make two comments. In the first place, the problem of 
nuclear war cannot be separated from the problem of Har in general. The risk of 
nuclear war derives principally from the escalation that would result from a 
conventional Har. All forms of oar, vJhether nuclear, chemical or conventional, are 
merely variations, either more or less devastating, either more or less odious, of 
the evil we ought all to combat. 

More important, the stress laid on the theme of the prevention of nuclear war 
leads tc emphasis being placed on undertakings -- undertakings that are theoretically 
binding but which would have no real effect in reducing the danger that threatens 
humanity. 

In this connection, two measures of a similar nature have formed the subject of 
proposals: the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and the prohibition of the 
first use of nuclcai~ Heapons. Hhat these tHe measures have: in common is that they 
cannot be subject to any verification. We know only too well that it is difficult 
enough to verify reductions in weapons: it is by definition impossible to verify 
intentions. The prohibitions which have been suggested presuppose a degree of mutual 
trust which no one, Gvan among the most optiQistic, could say exists today. Everyone 
knows very well what the situation is. Eve~yone understands also that the States 
involved are not equally subject to the sanction of a freely expressed public opinion. 
Any State whose political syste~ is such as to protect it from the censure of public 
opinion need make no changef; •rha tevcr in its ;:u~rangements in consequence of a 
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prohibition, whereas any State which is, very fortunately, we are glad to say, 
accountable to its public opinion -- a public opinion that is essentially peaceful 
and sincere~ will be obliged constantly to prove to the public that it is not 
adopting any military measure incompatible with the prohibition. 

The means of preventing wars have been pointed out over and over again, 
particularly here and by the French delegation: reduced to their essence they are, 
in the political sphere, respect for the principles of the Charter and especially 
the renunciation of the use and the threat of use of force, and at the same time, 
respect for the specific security conditions I referred to earlier. 

It is a fact that in the regions of the world where nuclear weapons are located 
they play an essential part in the prevention of war, and therefore in the prevention 
of nuclear war itself. 

Nuclear weapons constitute one of the two components of a balance necessary to 
security, the other being conventional weapons. They ensure deterrence, which is 
the corner-stone of security in the region in question. 

The preventive role of deterrence is often denied, or denounced as a source of 
extreme danger. It is presented either as lacking in credibility because of the 
risk of mutual destruction which no one Hill want to run, or as opening thedoor to 
nuclear conflict in consequence of alleged theories of limited nuclear war. 

In fact -- I will not go into a detailed analysis here -- the idea of deterrence 
is based on a simple principle~ the object of deterrence is to prevent use but it 
cannot eliminate the possibility of use without eliminating itself. As Mr. Mauroy, 
the French Prime Minister, said at the Atlantic Council summit meeting on 
20 September last: "Deterrence should be desired as ensuring security, and not seen 
as a risk ••. In the matter of deterrence, the object is not to nake use of these 
terrifying weapons. But the way not to usc them is precisely to create the conviction 
that one might do son. One fact is clear: we have succeeded up to now in preventing 
the risk. and no doubt even the temptation of nuclear war. 

Security in the region in which deterrence is exercised is based on the 
certainty that any conflict in Europe is likely, through a process of escalation, to 
extend to the territories of ~he two superpowers themselves. At Bonn, on 20 January 
last, the President of the French Republic said tho following: 11Thc 38 years of 
peace that we have had in Europe have been due -- fortunately or unfortunately, as 
you will -- to deterr~nce. Certainly it is very regrettable that they have been due 
only to that, the balance of terror, and not to a more rational ~nd more satisfactory 
collective organization of security, which is of course still to be desired. But so 
long as things remain the way they are, so long as ~1ere is no collective 
organization of security, how could we de9rive ourselves of this means of preventing 
a. conflict? 11

• 

It must therefore be recognized that in present circumstances, and no doubt for 
a fairly long time to come, the means of stable deterrence, at the lowest possible 
level of armaments, constitute the essential condition for the prevention of war, 
and thus for the prevention of nuclear war, in the par•t of the world where my 
country is situated. 

Anything likely to compromise the deterrence effort or the stability of the 
strategic situation would mean a grave risk for security and therefore for peace. 
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Many factors can have 2 ~ostabilizing effect. In his statement at tha second 
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament 1'1r. Claude Cheysson, 
the French Minister for Forei~n Affairs, gave a precise and detailed analysis of 
thes&: the destabilizing effects Hhic!-: the nuclear a.l"ms l~ace can have, the possible 
reappearance in the arsenals of th0 superpowers of first-strik0 capabilities, 
anti-satellite weapons, any doubts about the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic 
fviissilo Systems, and th0 mu1 ti:plioa.tion of anti-ballistic missile. defences. 

A further dastabilizinc clement madn its appcC1.rance 1.-1i th the introduction of the 
SS-20 missilGs aimed at taraets in western Europe. Hence the response decided on by 
our allios: the deployment in Europe of Porshinc II and cruise missiles. Such 
deployment would strengthen the linkage between the European theatre and thG 
fundamental balance; it would at the same tihle reinforce deterrence. Franca, as a 
member of the Atlantic alliance, attaches very great importance to this subject, and 
consequently to the Geneva negotiations on intermediate-range missiles. It hopes 
that these negotiations will lead to the restoration of the necessary balance. At 
\,rhat level'i' That is for the two Governments engaged in the negotiations to decide. 
Like many others, we hope that this point of balance will be as low as possible. 

Hhat we consider it essential to avoid, however, is a fictitious balance 
disguising the actual superiority of one of the partictJ. In this matter ue believe 
that the criteria to be applied arc tho following: equality of numbers as between 
the two participants; the leaving out of account of the forces of third countries; 
effective verification of the provisions agreed on and the non-circumvention thereof, 
and the non~transferral of the threat to other regions of thu \!Orld. These criteda 
have just been set forth by one of the parties to th€ negotiations. We hope that 
the other party will accept them. 

These negotiations on intormediate-rangG \'/Capons and the negotiations on 
strategic weapons, \·.rhich arc interdc::penrlent ono uj_t ll another, open a Nay that could 
lead to nuclear disarmament. 

Such negotiations, uho object has from th~; beginning been a search for balances, 
by definition aliminat8 the idea of a freeze. This notion of a freeze contains a 
double risk: on the one hand that of perpetuatine possible imbalances, and on tha 
other that of reducing, for tho party favoured by the freeze, the incentive to 
negotiate. 

Furtherrn01~e, the two sets of ncg;otiations going on in Geneva in our view form an 
inseparable whole: there is no European strategic nuclear potential; the nuclear 
forces stationed in Europe cannot bo considered apart from the overall ~uclcar 
balance the r.1aintenance of Hbich is the essential condition for peace and security 
on our continent. 

As to France's part in negotiations on nuclear disar~ament, we conside~ that 
France cannot contemplate participating either directly or indirectly in the present 
negotiations, "~<Jhich ought for · the time beine: to rcma:i.n bilateral. The French 
nuclear detecrcnt forces have been limited to the minimum level strictly necessary 
to guarantee deterrence, ~Jhereas by contrast those of tbe sup.;:rpot·J.:Jrs are 
characterized by a superfluity of <.:xcess capabilitie8. In this superfluity, there 
is room for a reduction: France, on the other hand 1 cannot reduce its forces ~clow 
the level of credibility without jeo~ardizing its security and independence. 
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Uhen the arsenals of the superpowers. have been reduced to verified l~vels such 
that H can be considered that the gap between potentials has chane;ed tn· ·kitid, and 
if signif+cant progress has been made 'in the real reduction of conventional 
imbalances and tol>rards the elimination of the cht)mical weapons threat, France t;ill 
then !:>c re:acty to join in efforts ai1~1cd at the limitation and reduction of nu_cloar 
arsi3nals. 

I have endeavoured to describe to you the basic facts and the possibilitl,cs tlith 
respect to the nuclear problem, as th~ French Government sees them. Obv~ously, these 
facts and posaibilitl.es must.be soon uithin the general framework of the'effort to 
achieve disarmament t-thile r11aintaining security. - F01n this purpose the ; conventional 
aspect must be taken into account, becau3c th~: t1.;o fundamental fc.ctol"s in this 
endeavour caynot be dissocic.ted f;,•om each other. In faqt, the need for nucle~1· 
deterrence· arid for nucleat' forces is very much bound up ~-lith ~h~ existence of a 

· conv0ntional imbalance. in Europe, the effect ot: ... ,hich is aggra'vated - by the -
dissymmetry in geographical conditions. 'The establishment of the requisite balance 
will therefote have to be 3ought throush effective and genuine reductions in 
offensive potentials. That t~Hl be the principal task of the cci.nfcrence oh 
disarmament in Europe He have proposed and Hhicil is being discussed at i'iadrld. As 
you knm~, this conference vmuld, dur•ing its fi:rst phase, negotiate sigl'lificant, 
binding and verifiable confidence-build!ng measures applicable throughout the 
territory of Europe. · 

. The subjects I have ., just mentioned are obvidurly of mo!'o direct concern to the 
countl"ies situated in th,e fqhe cover.;c~ by 'deterrence and in which the nucleaf. 
arsenals ·ars located. But the French Go~~rnment ~ecognizes that these subje6ts are 
of ~enaral inte~est and that all members:bf the internc.tiontil community hava th~ 
unreserved l'ight to take them up and d.H:cusz them. It vas for this reason that my 
delegation gave its full supBort·-to the ide~ of these quaations heine the subject of 
thorough consideration based on a global and balanced approach, with respect for 
the demands of security and taking into account the special responsibilities of 
thosc _who will have td undertake commitMents. 

The Cor.ILilittce is, of cou••so, required to continue its t-;ork on the othet• 1teins 
on its agenda. In thia connect~on I should like to emphasize hers the great 
importance lvhich the French Government attaches to the nec;otiations on- chemical 
disa~matncnt. These nesotiations 'al:"e the most important. l>Jhich the ColillJittee is in a 
position to conduct in present circumstances. , They offer prospects of progress. 
The conclusion of a treaty on this question i-lculd constitute a major success for the 
Committee and for tho cause of c!isaripamEmt. 

l-!8 also attach great impbrtance to thP- resumption and continuation of the 
discussions ~1ich have begun on questions relating to outer ~pace. 

In conclusion~ " ! should like to assure dei~~ations here present of the grec.t 
intePest v:rith lr!hich the French authorities follo'l the t.rcrlc of the Committee on 
Disarmament i despite the vicissitude s ::mcounterect in that i~Ol~k, great hopes e.re 
placed in it. It is t.:p to us to se(:: that tlwy are realized. 

·'· 

The CHAIRMAN (translated from French): 
Director of Pplitical Affairs of the Ni.nistry 
important statement and fOl" the kincl words he 
I now give the flocr to the ~cprcsentativc of 
Right Honourable Douglas Hurd. 

I tharik .. Arnbassador Andreani, the 
of Foreign Affairs of France for his 
addressed to ;nysalf and my country. 
the United Kingdom, the 
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Mr. HURD (United Kingdom): I am very pleased to be here today in the Committee 
on Disarmament under your chairmanship. I am confident that under your guidance the 
Committee will find an effective response to the many challenges now being placed 
before it, and it is a great pleasure to be here in this room surrounded by many people 
distinguished for their long record of work in the cause of disarmament. 

It is.also a pleasure to be here in the city of Geneva, where the community of 
nations has achieved much, ever since the foundation more than a centur,y ago of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross. As in the 1920s and 1930s, Geneva is a 
synonym for our longing for peace and mercy in a cruel and dangerous world. This 
time, we must make sure that these hopes are not suddenly extinguished. 

This Committee; the Committee on Disarmament, is a unique negotiating forum. 
Disarmament by negotiation is the only method by which we can achieve a safer world. 
I say this because, in their impatience, many people, in my eountry and elsewhere, 
suggest simpler and more immediate methods. If speeches, resolutions, visit, 
communiques, television programmes or demonstrations could achieve arms control and 
disarmament, then this morning we could rest content, for we have had abundance of all 
those things. But they are in fact simply events on the side. They can illuminate 
or obscure the reality; they can help or can confuse the negotiations, but the~ 
cannot be a substitute for them. Agreement, if it is to endure and to enhance peace 
and sec-uri'k!J'.J must be expressed in the firm, careful language of treaties. ' 
Agreement must be verifiable, to provide effectively against cheating. It must 
achieve a reasonable balance, so that those who sign know that they are not risking 
their security. And these necessary characteristics of agreement can only come about 
by patient negotiation between governments. To say that the process of multilateral 
negotiation has achieved nothing would be false. To say that it is disappointingly 
slow would be true. To say that an alternative exists would be a cruel deception. 

In that process, Mr. Chairman, your Committee has a crucial role. Not, of 
course, a monopoly, because the web of modern weapons is so complicated that 
disarmament needs to be sought on many fronts. Not a monopoly, because it is 
sensible that the United States and the Soviet Union should on some matters negotiate 
direct and alone, and I \'iill come to those negotiations in a minute. But that fact 
does not diminish the importance of our work here, or of the opportunities which exist 
for us if we have the skill and self-restraint to select them aright. That requires 
us to look hard at the most effective use of our time, and to concentrate on areas 
which offer the greatest chance of success. 

MY Government shares the deep desire of all States represented here to see a 
reduction in nuclear arsenals. In the nuclear field, the hopes of the world lie in 
those direct talks in this city between the United States and the Soviet Union, the 
countries which have by far the largest arsenals. The United States, with the full 
support of its allies in NATO, has put forward radical proposals. These go well 
beyond merely limiting forces at their present levels. They seek drastic cuts. In 
the START talks, the United States has proposed to cut by a third the numbers of 
warheads on the two superpowers' strategic ballistic missiles. These are the 
missiles of most concern. The numbers of missiles themselves would be halved if 
agreement on the basis of these proposals could be reached. 

In the negotiations on intermediate-range weapons, the North Atlantic alliance 
seeks to eliminate a whole class of missile: the intermediate-range missiles baaed on 
land which can reach western Europe from the Soviet Union and vice versa. NATO' a aim 
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is no S5-20s, or their predecessors' and no cruise or Pershing II missiles. An4 
we believe that this must be far and away the best solution to the problem of lNF 
missiles. But it is not a "take it or leave it" offer. If the zero option 
which I have described does not prove acceptable, we must in the negotiations seek 
a balanced outcome. Her Majesty's Government has had close and continuous contact 
with the United States Administration on these matters, which I have my~elf renewed 
this morning, both direct and through the special machinery established within · our 
alliance. After many conversations, I have no doubt personally in my mind that 
the Administration is negotiating in the established conviction that success in 
the negotiations is in the interests of the United States, its .allies and of th'e 
whole world. So, the good faith of the alliance in these rna tters cannot be 
seriously doubted. It is worth recalling, for example, that in 1979 the countries 
of the NATO alliance announced their intention to w:i thdraw 1,000 United States 
nuclear warheads from Europe. And this was done. Unfortunately, this 
contribution to disarmament went unreciprocated. In the same period the 
Soviet Union steadily continued to install its new S&-20 missiles targeted against 
western Europe. 

We are sometimes asked about the relevance of British nuclear forces to these 
negotiations which I have been describing. The facts are relatively straightforward 
and can be briefly stated. The British Polaris force is a strategic, and I 
underline the word strategic, deterrent of last resort. It is of the minimum size 
viable for that purpose. It is excluded from the INF negotiations on United States 
and Soviet sub-strategic land-based missiles by definition, as are the comparable 
American and Soviet missile firing submarines. In the START talks, the priority 
must be to reduce the arsenals of the two superpowers, and our British Polaris force 
is not on the agenda. In terms of strategic nuclear weapon launchers and warheads, 
it represents only a tiny fraction, a mere 2.3 per cent and 2.2 per cent, 
respectively, of the 2, 700 Soviet launchers and 8,500 Soviet warheads. But we 
have made it clear- and I am happy to state this again today- that if the 
present situation were to change significantly, we should be prepared to look 
again at British systems in relation to strategic arms control• What is merely 
confusing is the attempt to double-count a strategic force as an element in the 
intermediate force negotiations. 

But we cannot be content with these negotiations alone. The sources of 
tension in the world are many and the armouries of nations too great to restrict 
disarmament to nuclear weapons only. That is why the work of this Committee is · 
so important. But in the search for agreements that reduce the number of weapons . 
and the level of forces, and with them the risk and scale of conflict, this · 
Committee should have regard for what has already been achieved and what is under 
negotiation elsewhere. It ne.eds to agree on a programme of work that is 
balanced and realistic. Members of this Committee will remember the words of the 
Secretary-General ·of the United Ni=ttione before this Committee on 15 February: 
"The past four and a half years have already seen frequent outbreaks of · 
conventional war, with untold loss of life, destruction and human suffering as a 
reeul t". So we share the view of the Secretary-General that disarmament cannot 
be restricted to nuclear weapons. And it is the view of the British Government 
that the Committee would be failing in its responsibilities if it were to seek to 
discuss the prevention of nuclear war to the exclusion of conventional conflict. 
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The :British Government's. views on the prevention of nuclear :war have been ;made 
clear many times. We set the prevention of nuclear war firmly in the context of . 
the prevention of war in general because the causes of war, whether conventional or 
rruclear, are the sane, and I share the analysis put forward on this point a few 
mirnites ago by Mr. Andreani. We mu::::t not confuse t he instruments of war with the 
root causes of aggression; and to insist on discussing nuclear war in isolation is 
to forget .what is happening in the world today. 

So the remarks of the Secretary-General of the United Nations before this 
Committee echoed this thought. We firmly believe that discussions on the 
prevention of war which concentrate solely on the rruclear aspects will not . be 
fruitful. We have yet to obtain a clear idea how the Committee could eff.ectively 
deal with this topic. I . repeat that we see the Cotnmi ttee on Disarmament as a . 
negotiating bodyJ and we feel that it should not spend its time repeating, 
discussions which have already taken place elsewhere, e.g. in th~ First Co~ttee 
of the General Assembly. The essence of negotiation is . that we fir~t ~ee_ .on our 
objectives, and we have not done this so far in relation to the prevention .of war. 
We are ready to consider seriously at any time specific suggestions which may be 
put forward in the Committee for negotiation. But we note that the few mea~es 
which have been suggested as being relevant to the·. prevention of nuclear war 9-re 
ones which have been consistently and decisively rejected by many members of this 
Committee in the past. So they do not seem to us at present - and this is our 
present evaluation - to have any chance of being accepted by consensus, or of 
forming the basis of real negotiations. 

In cbmmon with its allies, the United Kingdom believes that the right way to 
s~k to -· prevent war, including nuclear war; is not only to encourage . a greater 
degree of trust between nations and greater respect for the provisions of the 
United Nations Charter; but also to negotiate genuine, balanced and veri_fiable 
reductions, in both nuclear and conventional arms, which preserve ... and enhance 
peace and security. Lofty declarations and grand designs may make praiseworthy 
reading, but they are not a substitute for the genuine measures of disarmament 
in which we can all have confidence. 

So, then, we look for practical discussion of practical objectives and we · 
want to see real results which advance the practical cause of peace. Now there 
is much work to do in the conventional field because the subject-matter is vast. 
And I would now like to spend a little time -- a few minutes - on one striking new· 
opportunity which we believe exists. We have agreed in this . Committee on a number 
of objectives as regards chemical weapons. The progress made over the last 
four years in the Committee on Disarmament seems to us to offer a real hope of 
concluding a convention to outlaw these chemical weapons of mass -destruction 
completely. Ever since they were first used - ever since the experiences of the 
First World War -- they have evoked a general feeling of revulsion in the civilized 
world, which found its first expression in the Geneva Protocol of 1925. The 
Protocol was an important step forward, and has helped to -preserve the world from 
the horrors of chemical warfare, although we have recently been reminded that .it 
has not always been totally effective. Yzy- own country gave up its retaliatory 
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capability in this field but this did not lead to similar steps by other countries 
possessing a formidable capacity for chemical warfare which, in the·caee of the 
Soviet Union, has been strengthened since that time. So we must move on now and 
do our utmost to conclude a comprehensive convention which would ban chemical 
weapons. 

Such a convention would be a solid expression of faith in the purpose and work 
of this Committee. It would be a real contribution to making the world a more 
decent and civilized place. Now we have been encouraged in recent months by the 
major contributions made by the two States represented in this Committee with the 
largest arsenals of chemical weapons. We welcome the fact that all members of 
the Committee have shewn, by joining in the Working Group, their commitment to 
making progress. The preparatory work has given us a clearer idea of .what is 
needed to reach agreement on a chemical weapons convention. We strongly support 
the proposal by Vice-President Bush that the Committee should in this session move 
into the phase of negotiation. · 

The specific prop6eals made by Vic~-President Bush and developed by the 
United States delegation in its working paper, document CD/343, seem to us 
sensible. The readiness of the United States delegation to explain its proposals 
in detail has been of great help to other delegations. The acceptance by the 
Soviet Union of the principle of 1nternational; · on-site ' inspection in the 
verification regime of a chemical weapons convention was also an important step 
forward. We hope that the Soviet delegation can soon elaborate on its proposals 
and enter into detailed negotiations. 

We were also interested to learn that the Soviet Union is now prepared to 
include the ~ of chemical weapons in the scope of a convention. We nfi!e.d to 
discuss how a convention which covered use would relate to the Geneva Protocol 
of 1925. A convention would have to provide adequate means for investigating 
any allegations that chemical weapons were being used. If evidence were found 
to that effect, it would have to be regarded as evidence of a breach of the 
convention • 

. Now some have argued, I know, in this Committee and elsewhere, that the . 
problems of chemical weapons are so complex that we shall never agree. I believe 
that we need to step back from our detailed discussions to analyse what is really 
important in this field. The most important and immediate task is to rid the 
world of the existing arsenals of chemical weapons. We might begin with substances 
in the supertoxic category, of which by far the most important are the so-called 
nerve agents. No one can contemplate their use without revulsion. No commercial 
use· is made of these substances. This should make it easier to agree on a 
convention which effectively proscribes them and which incorporates means of 
verification to give confidence to other parties. 

While concentrating attention on the nerve agents, we should recognize that 
there are many other less toxic but nevertheless lethal substances which have been, 
or could be used as chemical weapons, but which also have extensive civil 
applications. For example, .we know that hydrogen cyanide and phosgene are 
widely used in the chemical industry as synthetic intermediates. We believe that 
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a less stringent regime of 'Verification would be acceptable for such substances 
than that which could be achieved for the nerve agents. We cannot and should not 
want to police in detail the civil chemical industries of the world, when good 
progress can be made by focusing on the products of a very narrow and particularly 
dangerous category. 

My Government believes that the verification regime for the convention should 
combine ,routine international on-site inspections with the possibility of fact-finding 
procedures to investigate any doubt which may arise about compliance with the 
convention. Agreement must be reached on a procedure for handling complaints. 
vii thout such a procedure, confidence would be weak, because there would be no 
established machinery for resolving questions on which doubt remains. \ve believe 
that the need for its invocation could be lessened, though not eliminated, by the 
system of routine , inspections which v1c have in mind. Such inspections would carry 
no implication that the convention was being violated by the country inspected. 
VIe have a model for a world wide system of international inspections in the 
safeguards system of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Many features of 
this system might not suit chemical weapons, .but I believe that there are valuable 
lessons to be learned from the Agency's long and respected experience. 

Routine international on-site inspection would be required for foux activities 
set out in the provisions envisaged for a chemical weapons convention. These are: 

First, destruction of stockpiles; 

Secondly, destruction of production facilities; 

Thirdly, productioti 'of supertoxic agents, for permitted activities; and 

Fourthly, moni taring to make suxe that chemical weapons are not being 
produced after the destruction of existing stockpiles. 

We are encouraged that agreement in principle already exists on the need for the 
first and third categories, i.e. destruction of stockpiles and monitoring of 
permitted production• But we are puzzled at the seeming reluctance of some ~tates 
to contemplate international inspection to· verify the second activity, namely,. the 
destruction of production facilities. It is clear that once stockpiles have been 
destroyed, parties to the convention must be confident that the means to build them 
up again have also been removed. This is particularly true for the supertoxic 
nerve agents. As in the case of destruction of actual stocks, Governments should 
have nothing to fear from letting the \oJorld see that they are destroying permanently 
their production facilities in fulfilment of their obligations under a convention; 
indeed, they should be happy to do so. 

I should like to recall that in 1979 the United Kingdom invited representatives 
of Member States to visit the pilot nerve agent production facility at Nancecuke in 
Cornwall which was then being dismantled. This was not, of course, intended as a 
detailed model for the procedure for inspection of destruction of production 
facilities, which will need to be worked out here in this Committee. It was 
designed rather as a confidence-building measure. \ve showed that we were willing 
to accept visitors at such a facility. I hope that there will soon be agreement 
in principle on this aspect of verification. 
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The fourth type of on-site inspection which I mentioned is particularly important. 
This is designed to verify that States are· not sta:rting to produce chemical weapons 
again once their stockpiles have been destroyed. As a contribution to the 
considera tl.on of this subject, my delegation has circulated a working paper anti tled, 
''Verification of non-production of chemical weapons" ·, ·which I introduce today. This 
is the late·st ·in a series of initiatives which successive British Governments have 
taken in seeki~ a bS.n on chemical weapons. We gratefully acknowledge the important 
contributions in this field already made by other delegations, particularly that of 
the Federal Republic of Germany. The proposals we make have as their objective the 
development of a system of non-discriminatory routine inspections, to provide ' 
confidence that those substances which pose the greatest threat are not being 
produced in violation of the convention. · ·· Although this type of inspection would, 
in our judgement, have to continue . indefinitely, we aim to show that the regime· 
required for this purpose would not be· aeything like as onerous to the chemical 
industry as has sometimes been stiggested. 'We kno\-J that that has been a cause of 
comment and concern in some countries. We are examining the' problema that might 
arise· with the ~elp of the British chemical industry and ·hope to be able to report 
to the Committee in due course on the results of these disou~sions. 

We look fozward to hearing detailed comments from other delegationS on our 
workirig paper, ·and, indeed, on all the other substantive contrirutions that have 
already been made. Because we really believe that an opportunity now exists for 
seriou~, Q.etailed negotiation, we have tabled this paper. The commitment of other 
governments to these negotiations will be judged by their disposition to grapple with 
difficult but necessary detail. · ·· 

I have spoken earlier of the need for a practical and realistic approach. 
One of the important tasks of this Committee, if I may turn to it briefly, is the 
study of verification of and compliance with a nuclear test ban. Verification is 
of course a crucial element in any arms control agreement. The question of nuclear 
test ban verification has been debated now for 25 years. It is ·not, therefore, 
surprising that the first session of the Working Group here should have exposed a 
wide . difference in views among del ega tiona. There is broad ·agreement on the 
capabilities of a p9ssible world-wide system of stations for the detection of 
seismic events~ But there has been some confusion between the limits of detection 
and the limits of identification, which are rather different. There is, moreover, 
less agreement on the relationship between the magnitude of a seismic· event and the 
size of a nuclear · exPlosion. · · 

Those w}lo argue .that a world-wide network of seismic stations would be enough 
to monitor a nuclear test ban appear to base their belief on the assumption that 
nuclear test '·explosions would always take place in hard rock. This is not · 
necessarily the ca~e; and we need to consider the limits of detection and 
identification for explosions in other conditions and also the possibilities of 
conducting explosions so as to minimize the risk of detection. Our own calculations 
suggest ,that it w·ould be possible to conduct tests with yields of some tens of 
kilotqns in such a manner as to avoid detection. And -obviously explosions of this 
magnitUde cannot be disregarded. 

We note that some governments continue to claim exemption from a test ban for 
nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes. These claims create further difficulties, 
because they would oblige us to find a way of distinguishing in practice between 
nuclear-weapon tests and explosions for peaceful purposes, and of ensuring that the 
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latter do not bring military advantages to the country which performs them. ~le 
came to the conclusion some years ago, Cc~.fter careful study, that there was in fact no 
practical way of making such a distinction. My Government would be prepared to 
renounce permanently the right to conduct nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes 
as part of an agreement on a comprehensive test ban on all nuclear explosions in all 
environments. In our view, those who seek an exemption for peaceful nuclear 
explosions, which Britain does not seek, .should tell us in detail what practical 
system of verification they propose, to g.ive us confidence that the nuclear 
explosions they might carry out were exclusively peaceful and brought them no 
military advantage of.any kind. 

I should now like to consider for a minute one other aspect of the Committee's 
work. My delegation shared the regret that it was not possible to reach agreement 
on a comprehensive programme of disarmament at the second special session of the 
United Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament; but we did not share 
entirely the conclusions drawn by some delegations from our failure to reach 
agreement. Negotiations on disarmament, like politics in general, consist of the art 
of the possible. The limits of the possible are set in this instance b,y the 
security policies of the governments which are represented in this Committee and 
indeed of all States Members of the United Nations. The comprehensive programme of 
disarmament has to be adapted to those policies, not the other way round. It will · 
not help to insist on the inclusion of certain elements on which consensus is not · 
possible. My delegation is very willing to consider once more each of the ele~~nts 
of the programme in accordance with the programme of work proposed by the Chairman of 
the \torking Group. We should be equally willing to look at alternative ways of 
proceeding and alternative forms of a comprehensive programme if that were the general 
wish. 

Fifty years ago almost to this day, the United Kingdom presented to the League of 
Nations a draft disarmament convention. That effort and others like it bore no fruit~ 
N0\'1, after the suffering and destruction of the last World War, we have another chance. 
It would be silly to deny or ·underestimate the difficulties. In 1945 we set up. a . 
new system of international order whose rules as defined in the United Nations Charter 
should have made unnecessary the a ccumulation of armaments on any large scale by any 
countr.y. But we know that the rules are broken, that the Charter is ignored. 
Some countries arm to protect their freedom and some, I fear, arm to menace the 
freedom of others. Fears and supicions abound. Nevertheless, it must be right 
to make another effort. It must be good news that there are now four meeting places 
between East and West where specific agreements are being sought - and today I have 
suggested a fifth, here in Geneva, on chemical weapons. At these negotiations, we 
should be patient but peTsistent. This Coi!li!littee can act as a pilot in our 
ventures, watching fo:t the. tide and navigating to take full advantage of it. The 
task is supremely important, and the difficulties great. The peoples of the world 
want peace; they want freedom, and they want confidence in the future. Because 
the means to endanger these ideals are today more fearfUl than ever before, the 
demands on goveTnments - at l east in those countries \'lhere people are free to 
express their fears - are loud. ~/e all :share a responsi bili t y to preserve and 
improve the peace between us which all right-thinking men and. women know must not 
be thrown away. This is the solemn background to our discussions in the 
Committee on Disarmament. The British Government will live up to these hopes and 
these responsibilities. 
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The CHAIRMAN (translated from French): I thank Mr. Douglas Hurd, the 
Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth .Affairs of the United Kin.gq.om, for 
his important statement and for the kind words he addressed to the Chair~ I now 
give the floor to the representative of Brazil, Ambassador de Souza e Silva. 

Mr. DE SOUZA E SILVA (Brazil): H:r. Chairman, the Brazilian delegation would 
like to address today some of the issues relating to the prohibition of chemical 
weapons and their destruction. Both in this Committee and in its predecessor, the 
delegations of the Group of 21 have long advocated the speedy conclusion of a 
convention on chemical weapons and have urged serious multilateral negotiations to 
that end. Concrete action now appears feasible, since the nations which possess the 
largest arsenals of such weapons at last seem willing to join the other members of 
this Committee in an effort to achieve agreement. Both the Soviet Union and the 
United States recently submitted docu.'llents cont.aining their ideas and stating their 
views; the Committee also has before it a considerable number of papers on the 
various aspects of the convention, and in this connection I should like to 
acknowledge and welcome the contribution just made by the United Kingdom through its 
Minister of State for Foreign and Commomveal th .Affairs and in document CD/353. 

The Working Group established in 1980, first to "examine issues to be dealt 
with" in connection with the prohibition of chemical weapons, and since 1982 to 
"elaborate" the relevant convention, produced significant results during its 
three years of activity. The elements identified ·in the earlier stages of its vrork 
were subsequently studied in greater detail, and a substantial measure of convergence 
was achieved vri th regard to several issues. 'rhere are still differences to be 
resolved on other relevant parts of the convention, but the current trend toward 
greater flexibility on substantive questions should be pursued in order to overcome 
the remaining problems. 

Agreement on the important question of the scope of the future convention seems 
now within reach. The statement by Ambassador Issraelyan on 22 February brought 
positions closer on that account. MY own delegation would have been satisfied with 
the solution proposed by the co-ordinator of the contact group on the scope, which 
had the merit of upholding the 1925 Protocol while at the same time equating an 
incident of use of chemical weapons \vi th a violation of the prohibitions contained 
in the convention. Indeed, it is hard to imagine the possibility of use of a 
weapon whose production, possession, stockpiling and transfer are prohibited, 
particularly if adequate verification provisions are included in the convention. We 
are ready, however, to exa."'line the existing proposal aimed at making the prohibition 
of use explicit in the t ext, vri th a view to drafting the article which will set 
forth the scope of the agreement. If a generally acceptable draft is achieved, 
negotiations on the verification clauses would be greatly facilitated, since the 
area of application of the convention would be clearly defined. 

There seems to be general a.,gr eement that the main arti l-•le on the scope of the 
convention should spell out a s et of prohibitions and a s et of obligations, namely, 
the prohibition of the development, product ion, s tockpiling , t ransfer , and possibly 
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also use of chemical weapons, plus the obligation to destroy existing stocks and 
production facilities. It is obvious that some exceptions must be contemplated 
under non-hostile, or permi.tted purposes, such as industrial, medical and scientific 
research as well as law enforcement needs. The question of permission to retain 
certain q"uanti ties of supertoxic lethal chemical agents for so-called "protective 
purposes" must be more closely scrutinized to avoid any loopholes that might defeat 
the aim of the convention. If existill€ stocks of chemical weapons and the facilities 
for their production are to be destroyed, there seems to be no sensible argument in 
favour of maintaining a protective capability, for there would be nothing left to 
protect oneself against. 

"Permitted", or "non-hostile" purposes to be allowed as exceptions under the 
convention should, in our view, be understood in the narrow sense described above. 
It would not be practical or feasible to consider the entire peaceful civilian 
chemical industry as an exception to the prohibitions contained in the Convention, 
since the regulation of the chemical industry as a whole clearly falls well beyond 
the scope of the instrument that we are negotiating here. 

Beside the prohibitions contemplated, special attention should be given to the 
obligations vrhich are an integral part of the scope of the future instrument. Such 
commitments would require those who now possess chemical weapons in their arsenals 
to destroy their stocks and their facilities for the production of chemicql weapons. 
Verification procedures should ensure that destruction is carried out in accordance 
with the obligations entered into. Ny delegation considers it important to bear in 
mind that verification does not constitute an end in itself, but rather a means to 
ascertain that both the prohibitions and the obligations are respected by each of 
the parties to the convention. International procedures, including on-site 
inspection, should aim at the minimum degree of intrusiveness necessary to satisfy 
all parties that the provisions of the convention are being adequately observed. 
Special care must be taken to devise a set of procedures that allows ample 
opportunity for consultation and co-operation between parties to clear any doubts 
about the implementation of the convention, before the mechanism for international 
verification is set in motion. In carrying out agreed verification procedures, the 
appropriate international body to be instituted by the convention must take into 
account the preservation of the sovereign right s of States parties, in order to 
avoid the utilization of allegations as a tool for the exacerbation of tensions 
or for increasing confrontation between States. National institutions and internal 
legislation should fun ction in co-operation with the international body and in 
accordance with the provisions of the convention. 

Provisions dealing with the procedures of verification should aim, in our 
view, at establishing a multilateral, non-discriminatory regime in which all parties 
have equal rights and obligations. Nothing can prevent any State from utilizill€ its 
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technologica.l·adva.ncement to gain private knowledge about facts and events taking 
place in another State, provided that the use of such methods doesnotviolate 
existing principles and practices of international law. The convention should not, 
however, become a means of condoning or legitimizing such practices, nor should 
parties be required to give their consent in advance for the use of so-called 
''national technical means 11

, the nature and scope of which is necessarily covert. 
Whenever irifomation obtained by a party is introduced to substantiate claims of 
a possible violation, all parties should have equal access to the·available data 
through the international body charged with the verification of the convention. By 
the same token, the composition .of the international body should not be based upon 
any form of discrimination, by gran~ing to some parties special rights and · 
responsibilities which are denied to others. Nor should the convention refer the 
solution of such claims to any existing international organ whose rules perln.i. t a 
few privileged parties effectively to block action. Urider the Charter of the 
United Nations, all Hember States are already entitled to 'brine to the attention of 
the Security Council any situation which mieht endanger international peace and 
security. Action by the Security Council should not be confused vii th or become a 
substitute for action by the mechanism provided for in the convention. 

As I said at the beginning of this statement, there seems to exist now an 
opportunity for the achievement of an effective convention on the prohibition of 
chemical weapons and on their destruction. The few nations which cur~ently possess 
such weapons in their arsenals have apparently come to the conclusion. that the 
possible advant8€es of the mili tru:y use of supertoxic agents would be offset by the 
hindrance to the regular operation of troops, caused by the need for cumbersome 
protective equipment. Quite apart from moral considerations, the purely military 
value of chemical weapons appears to be doubtful. But because huge arsenals exist, 
some powers have continued to produce and stockpile laree quantities of chemical 
agents that have no application in peaceful industry. Their cost, and the tactical 
drawbacks of their actual use in military operations may have been the main factors 
in the political decision to seek an agreement to ban chemical weapons tw~en by those 
who possess them. Their main interest, accordingly, is the achievement of an 
international instrument which will ensure that the potential adversary also 
eliminates its own arsenals and its capability for chemical weapons production, and 
which at the same time provides reciprocal confidence that no such weapons are 
ever used in combat. The international community, represented in this ,Coilliil.i ttee, 
should seize this opportunity to negotiate and conclude a convention through which 
chemical warfare will no longer remain an indiscriminate threat in the hands of 
those who are capable of waging it. Thus it is imperative that the arsenals in the 
hands of a few be completely destroyed, so as to win the confidence of .theise who 
do not possess any chemical weapons at all. 
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For the vast majority of na-clons, the convention can also have another useful 
purpose: the promotion of international co-operation in the peaceful uses of 
chemical 8€ents. 

The Brazilian delegation, together with other delegations of the Group of 21 , 
has long argued that the convention should contain meani!lfful provisions on 
international co-operation for peaceful purposes. \·le are convinced that· such 
provisions would be instrumental in promoting confidence ~il.ong parties, by ensu:cing 
that technDlogical progress in the field of chemistry is made available to alJ. 
parties, particularly the developing countries. A munber of proposals to this effect 
have already been advanced, ancl ue hope they '\·rill receive the serious attention 
they deserve. 'l'he "detailed vie·ws 11 subrni t ted by the United States do not ela'borat~; 
on this subject 5 'llhile the "basic provisions " of the Soviet Union only contain a 
general statement i.vhich needs further clarification and expansion. 

Finally, let me dwell for a moment on the procedural difficulties with which 
this Committee has been confronted since the start of the 1983 session and. which 
have so far prevented it from build.i~ upon the r esults of the fruitful a ctivity of 
the Working Group on Chemical Weapons. Hy del egation deeply regrets the absence of a 
report by the previous Chairman of the Working Group on the result of his 
consultations -vri th experts. The obstacles raised b;;r a group of delegations deprived 
the Committee, for instance, of the possibility of consolidating the progress made 
by the contact group led by the distinguished Egyptian expert~ General Ezz. fhe 
inability of the Committee to agree on an agenda and programme of work for i ts 
1983 session also adversely affects the continuation of work on the elaboration of 
a convention on chemical weapons, since the intra..."1sigent attitude of some 
delegations has so far prevented the re-establishment of working groups and agreeiJent 
on their chairmanships. The consequence of the procedural obstacles raised is the 
unjustifiable and counterproductive delay in the r esumption of the a ctivities of the 
Working Group on Chemical vrc~apons, which might other 1..;ise have already started its 
vrork on the basis of existing px·opooal.s, thus taking advantage of the political -vrill 
to achieve a convention. My delegation fails to understa.11d the mot iviations of this 
attitude, especially since the delegat ions concerned profess their active i nterest 
in the speedy ~onclusion of a convention. We are confident ·that und~r your guidance 
Nr. Chairman, the procedural deadlod:: can be quickly broken so that work on a draft 
convention may start ve~y soon. 

The CHAIRMAN ( translaJced from French): I thank .Ambassador de Souza e Sil va 
for his stateme!lt . I nm.; g ive the floor to the representa tive of the Soviet Union, 
Ambassador Issraelyan. 
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Mr;;. ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
Mr. Chairman 1 allow me, on behalf of .the Soviet delegation, to congratulate you, 
the representative of the non-aligned State of Morocco, w!th vbfch the Soviet Union 
maintains good-neighbourly relations,_ upon your .assumption -··,of. the Chairmanship 
of the Co~ittee for the month of March. I should at the same ttme like to express 
our profound gratitude to Alllbassador Er:iembileg, the ::distingUished representative 
of the M,ongolian People's Republic, for his successful accomplishment of the duties 
of Chairman of the Committee during the initial phase of its work in 1983. 

The Soviet delegation would today. like to draw -the. attention of the ColDIDittee 
to the question of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy.. As you know, 
the group of socialist countries has submitted a proposal for the Committee on 
Disar~nt to conduct negotiations on this issue with a view to elaborating an 
appropriate international agreement. 

At the present time, the problem of ensuring the safe development of nuclear 
energy is particularly important and urgent; it is raised by life itself. The 
extreme impo~tance . of this question is also due to the --fact that 'it is one aspect 
of the problem of the prevention of nuclear war. 

The practical necessity of rais-ing . the question of ensuring . the safe· development · 
of nuclear energy is linked with the irreversible process of its rapid development. 
The number of nuclear installations for non-military purposes is growing in the 
world. The ioterest of many States in the -development of nuclear energy allows 
that this vitally important industry will continue to develop speedily in the fu-ture. 
The rapid development of civilian nuclear energy in the world is an indisputable 
fact of modern life, which .has a great future. According to IAEA data, by the 
end of 1981, in 23 States of the world, there were 272 nuclear energy reactors 
with a :capacity of more than 150,000 Jill (electric), which produced 9 per cent of 
all electric _energy output in the world. In addition to that, 239 nuclear energy 
r,eactor:-s "(ere· under construction, the commissioning of which will bring the total 
capacity of nuclear power stations up to 376,000 mW. By 1985 nuclear energy 
reactors should produce 17 per cent of .world electric energy output, and by the 
end of the current century, 25-30 per cent. 

These facts show that the further development of nuclear energy is in the 
interests of the progress of human civilization. Modern science confirms that 
this process is inevitable. In the future it will acquire a still greater scope, 
in particular because, as the non-renewable resources of organic fuels ar6 exhausted 
on eal'th, peaceful nuclear power will make it possible to meet the ever-growing 
requirements of mankind in the spheres of energy, supply industry, agriculture 
and scientific research. There is no doubt that nuclear energy will be ·developed 
in a growing nW!Iber of countries and on vir.tually all continents. Accordingly, · 
the technical equipment will become more sophisticated and there will'. be .an 
increasing number of such nuclear installations as nuclear power stations, research 
reactors, nuclear fuel production and processing plants and depots for radioactive 
materials. 

Nuclear power stations and other nuclear installations are located quite 
irregu~arly over the glo~,.. The majority of such installations are situated in 
western Europe. Peaceful nuclear energy is being developed rapidly in the 
Soviet Union and other CMEA member countries. 
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In the 1980s, the growth of electric energy product.i on in the Soviet Union 
will be · b~sically assured ·by nuclear energy. More thar 70 per ·cent of . the in~ease 
in electric energy production will be obtained from nuclear and hydro-electric 
power stations. In 1985, nuclear power stations will produce up to 220:..225 billion kWh 
of electric energy. New facilities will be commissioned with a capacity ·of · · 
24-25 million kW. Work is being continued to develop fast 'neutron r_eactors and 
to use nuclear fuel ·for the production of thermo-energy. To this end capacities 
will be commissioned at the Smolensk, Kalinin and Kursk nuclear power stations. 
In the Ukraine, new capacities are being commissioned at the Sou.th Ukrainian, 
Khmelnitsky, Zaporozhye, Chernobylska, Crimea and Rovno nuclear power stations 
and at · the Odessa nuclear thermal power station. In Lithuania, the first stage 
of the Ignalinsk nuclear power station is being put into operation. · 

New energy units are being developed in the USSR with fast neutron reactors 
with a capacity of 800-1,600 thousand kW. \.Je have · initiated the construction of 
several powerful nuclear stations for the supply of heat, each of which will be 
able to supply heat · t ·o: a city with a population of many thousands. · · 

The Soviet Union has participated and will participate in the construction 
in the fraternal socialist countries of nuclear power stations and other installationS. 
On the territory of the USSR major enterprises will be constructed on an integrated 
basis, in the same way as theKhmelnitskaya nuclear power station. 

That is why we are interested in ensuring the safe development of peaceful 
nuclear facilities and call upon the Committee on Disarmament to consider this 
important question. 

The premeditated destruction of' nuclear power stations, research reactors 
and other similar facilities ' is capable of ·causing the rele::~se and dissemination 
of a tremendous quantity of radioactive substances, with disastrous consequences . 
for the population; in other words, it 'may lead to consequences similar to those 
resulting from the use of nuclear weapons. According to the estimates of the experts, 
the radioactive contamination occurring after the destruction·of only one nuclear 
power station with a capacitY of 1 million kW would in the short term be comparable 
with the radioactive contamination after the explosion of a 1 mt nuclear bomb and 
it would be dozens of times higher after a period of one year or more. The 
estimates of Swedish experts show, for example, that after a major accident at 
a power station with such a capacity, the fatality rate in a 16 km zone of radioactive 
contamination would be 58 per cent• The total surface of contamination could be 
up to tens of thousands -of square kilometres. Over this area, the prolonged effect 
of radiation would cause cancerous diseases and 'manifestations of adverse genetic 
consequences. It should be added,that owing to the fact that the set of radioactive 
isotopes occurring .after the destruction ofsuch facilities isdifferent from those 
occurring after · a nuclear explosion, the consequences of radioactive contamination 
after the destruction of such facilities would last longer than after the explosion 
of a nuclear charge and would continue for 50-100 years or more. · 

It is important to note that an attack on nuclear installations could have 
serious consequences not only for the States exposed to such an attack but also 
for neighbouring countries, since the radioactive substances released as a · result 
of such actions might spread far beyond the State's boundaries~ It is not difficult 
to understand what a danger ·an attack on peaceful nuclear facilities might constitute 
for countries which have a large number of civilian nuclear installations. 
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Ahese facts convincingly show that it is in the .interests .of the in~er~tional 
community to en~ure · the safetY··of peaceful nuclear . facilities .. and ,tbat the prol)ibition 
Of at~C~{I on SUCb facilities on the ~. baqis Of an international. agreement WOUld . 
be an · '-~tremelY _important measure. . . . . ' . 

• . · ' . • ' _. o . · ·~; • ,.. . : • I . • ' < · ~ ' T • , • ,- , . ' • 

.·• p.s q~~; already. ~een . note~,. the dest~y.ction o~· pe~~ef\J~ nuql~ar , i~s~~!atioris 
even with . the uoe o,t'. convent.tp~l weapons would . :Ln fa9t have _the . s'111e ~,\nd~a of 
consequences . as~ an attack ~it~ t~e', use of nucle~r weapon,s. fh, destruction of . ., 
such facil~ties as a.' result of the use of nuc;lear weapons would have . disastrous · ·· -
consequences of a global nature~ Therefore, the need to ens(are the ~afe -' aevelopment 
of nuclear energy is organically linked with the task of the prevention of nu~lear 
war • .-}~~., is wbY. , the: : pr~ble~ or, e~~uring tb~ ·safe developmeo.~ : of nu~~ear ener,gy 
and the p~evention of .nuclear war represent two co~ponents . of the gener~l ta•k . 
of el1m11'i4l~ing the n)Jcle•r t~reat. Ali thi,s support~ : th~ : idea ; t~·t the (lti~$.~ion 
of. tb~ preyention .of attacks on peac,fl.ll nuc1ea~ if!~~llationrr sho1J..~4 ~eCC?~ .. ~he . 
subjeo~ . of' eer~O.UII .. negotiat.toQ~ i~ the : cOIQ!ilit~ee .~ri -DiSa.~ri,t, with a ' '\fi:_ew. to .· · 
elaborating it:J~rnat.lonal l~g8.1 ~~su~_es tp~ ... p;~yent ;su.c~ , act!~o~.,. · I~ ~-• a~.8ol4~;ly 
clear t~.t · th_,: e~abQration and :ca.dopJo~o~ ,of in,ac~ 'm~~~ures ~o~l<i, :blike a ~18nl!~~tlt 
contribution ~ the preventioo of nuclear war in another 1mpQtt&nt way~ · · 

~ . ' . . . . . , • . " , " . ' • I 

It . eboul.CJ be note~ ~ tha.t the question of the safe dev(l~opment of n~c~ear ' !nergy : 
is not a new one • . For .a number of .years i~ · has been raised and actively diaCUaaed 
in the Committee on Disarmament and other itttern~tional :·r6rum8. ~ ! . , . . 

The . ~viet Uoiop .has taken an active part in the discussion of the question 
of. the pr,oteo~i~n o'- P8$~~t)ll nuc~~ar faqp i ti. ~s in th! ;. Co~~~G~i ~ tJ.~, an~ d'~lared · .. . 
its readi~ess '· to make a · cp~·tribution to the elaboratioft ,.of appropriate . inte~tional 
legal measures in addition to the alr~ady existing legal ' irustrument's • . w~ have . 
stated, in particular, that we are ready to conduct negotiations both wi't.hii'l the 
framewo.rk. C?f.t.htt ~ommit.~ee : on .Pisa~en~ and at a conferenc~.· co~vene~ espe~~ally 
for· t ,h.ts purpos~~ - We. , h~ve .ai·ao pr6p()_8~d ~~e esblblisqment dt , a certain ti·""!~~!li.t . · 
for the elal>ora ~ion or,. ttte.: necessary interrla tional legal mea a \Ires to pr.otec! · peacefUl 
nucl8$r faci,Jiti•~· · The only thing to which the Soviet delegation . ~as · ~lway~ ..... ~.: . 
objecte~, ~n$1 tt:t~se : objections remain, iS the confusion or two dift'erent qu~~ionil: 
the prohiPi.~~on; or~: ra"iological weapon~ an~ . tbe protection of peaqetul .P,UCle&r 
facili~i~a. from, attacks. We hav& alllays been in favour of independent .negotiations · 
on these · two C:tirterent issues and against their linkage. ' We beiieve thatc"·i i woqid 
be porre~t to try to. complete' the· talks on a radiological weapons ban whiie 'at·: 

. th~ : same time . elabor-at~ng international legal measures •1med ,at · prevent1ng attacks 
on ' peacetul nuclear. .. rac1lities. In our •Hew', the speedy oompietion of" the 
elaboration of a· t 'r 'eaty on th·--· prohib!tion' of radiological · weapons would open the 
way tQ ·progr-es$ ip the negotiations on ' the protection ot ei~:ilian nuciear tacilities, 
the safe development of '- which'' is ' of profound . interest' for all; c6untr16s ot the '. 
world. 

The prevention of attacks on civilian nuclear facilities is an important and 
independent .question requiring serious consideration, and we would like to e~phasize 

.... 9~ce ~ga~ln 'that it shoUld not be . artifiCially linked w1 th the . problem· Of • r•dlQlogi~l 
weapor1s• . 

I should now like to dwell on .aome aspecta of the problem of the prohibition 
or chemiCal weapohs. :we shali, . or course, study· the proposals put ro..wa-rd todiy 
by Mr. Hurd I the representat1v,~ of the United Kingdom, . in com)ection witiF the: · 
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prohibi~~on of. bhctmica:t/ weapon~'~: I spould •... bdwe.ver:, 11~~ to make one observation 
immedia~e~~· : ·: :~e .. . Mte ~jf~e raot th"t.:. tl1~. ··un~.~~d ~tng4~m ~s' ' ·~~ady to proceed to 
negotia~iRflS em tl:\.~ ·~®Alusion :of a oorlYe~ti:on · on tmr prohibition or chemical weapons. 
The Unitea Kingd~ ?e~egation linked this' readiness on ·its part with the statement 
of Vi.ce-President B~ of the United States. In that connection, I should like 
to draw. attention tO' the fact t~t the socialist countries, and in particular the 
Soviet Union, togeth~r with many non-aligned States, have long been urging the 
Committee on · Disar'lila!Dent to move on from general discu·ssions on the question of 
chemical weapons to real and serious negotiations on the drafting of the text of 
a convention. · 

At a recent meeting of the Committee, the Soviet delegation informed members 
of the decision of the Soviet Government to agree to the proposal or a number of 
non-aligned and neutral States for the inclusion in the future convention of a 
provision ,prohi:biting ·the use or chemical weapons. The Soviet Government was guided 
by tt)~ : d.eaire· ·~ sp~ up the elaboration of an international convene:lon on the 
prohibiti.ori and elimination of .such ·lfieapons, and therefore to make progress on 
a question which has for~ long 'time caused the greatest divergence or views in 
the sphere or tt)e detinition of the scope of the prohibition in the future 
convention. W,e. qave .11:suan.ad to the comments on our proposal, which have on the 
whole: .'b.een positive; we have also taken note of the statement made by the French 
delegation at our last plel)ary meeting, and we shall be ready to revert to this 
question:at a later meeting of the Committee. 

The Soviet ~:elega tion today . intends also to touch upon a number or o.the~ 
questions, .. with ~ iVieW to facilitati~ the search for ~utually aocep~b1,~ :'solutions 
on a number of i~ortant provisions of the fUtJ,lre convention OJ:l the prohibition 
of chemicai .weapons. 

· ~ f._: j;'f) ' ;,: · ~ '• . 
_.one o( ·' :~~fase questions has ·already been raised recently .in Cl1 st~t~inent by 

Ambassacior Herder, the representative or the German Democratic Republi9. He spoke .. 
about · the "serious additional problems" which arise in connection, · .~ith the ·· 
technological breakthrough in the field of chemical weapons -- the appearance . or . 
binary types o~ such weapons. These problems are of different kinds. We shall 
touch upon one of-them, which c6n31sts in the .following. The introduction of 
binary weapons C<),l;lld significantly-~ undermine the basic principle of the future 
convention in th~ course of it$ .·impitimentation -- the principle of the undiminished 
security of all sides. The delegation of the German Democratic Republic proposed 
the following solution to the p~ob~em: the inclusion in the convention of a provision 
whereby the States parties, · d'*fn~ ' the first year of its implementation, shall 
declare the location of plants producing binary ~~emical weapons, and shall, during , 
the ·tirst two yea~s of thed mplementation or the ' convention eliminate these plants .• ' 

While supporting this proposal , we would like to express our _P,oint. of .. view . 
l : : 1.: _.._ -::: -. . '.: '\ ,~ ..,. • ' "· t . . . 

on it. .: .i>.{·:> ·.:. 1.· : :·',· r :< ·:, .. 
t : · - c ::· :;_. :- · 

Tbere -..is ~~;:~ -:·r~ason· to de·scribe the existing situation . with chemical " w~~pons 
as scch that some States possess only unitary types or such weapons and the capacities 
for their production, while others possess both unitary types of chemical weapons 
and samples of munitions of binary chemical weapons and designs for facilities 
for their production or, in any case, have elaborated the technology of their 
production and consequently are capable of creating in the future stockpiles of 
such weapons. This puts future parties to the convention in an unequal situation, 
allowing some of them to maintain the material basis for circumventing their 
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coaim~tmeht • . under the convention . if appropriate measures are not ·takeri~ : . Everybody . 
knowli ~hatrit is ~oh eaa~e~ to : creattf ' 11legally·~> !n vio1~~1ori .. ~t _ the ~n,ventiori·, .· .. 
new stockPiles of bina·ry- Chemical weapons than ot the tradi tiona!· types of such · 
weapons•: . Binary w~apons need hot necel!iaal"ily be produced at specialized mi1itary 
faQ1lities; they can, besides, be IDEI.riuf'aotured unnoticed sirice the production 
p,r6oeas· fo~ ·binary weap~n comp<,nen~s does not in~lud~- aeve"i' PfU"ticu:J,~~ly dangerous 

: .. stages . which •~"• diffiCult t» conce•1·, in contrast 'to th" production of unitary 
~emi~i welipons. . . ·.· . . . :• . c·:_. . . 

~ we understand it, this is bhe eaaence of the ·aerman 'Democratic Republic 
propOsal aimed at . a . certain eq'ua'iization or the posi tiona of tt:ie rutul-e ; parties· 
tO the cozrrentiqn through the ''introduction or a special' ver•i at.rict regime tor :. . . 
the pl'ohib~tion of binary weapons • . As wo see'1 it, · such a pf.oposal doea~ ~t, ·a.-::~.te . 
any si$tiit1cant difficulties · ·tor f\i~re parties ··to -the cori.yent~C?n.~ ";~~--~aaume-.; : ,~ · ·.· 
of ~OUI'se,. ·that if by the tfme of the conclusion of the conv~tion, ' one or> anoUier 
Stateihlls created speoia11zed facilities, beionging' to mllita~y· astnoie•, for t)\.e 
production : or the components or binary or mui t1comJ)Qnent weapona' 'or :c;oncludes . '::- . . 
contracts' for the production or sUch components wittl' cODIIIel-ctai'· firirii• then, arter · 
the convention has entered into force it should, as a matter of priority, · decla~e ' 
~e locat~on of these facilities, and their capacity and then elimi~te thea~ 
tacilities. ·. :Naturally, · this 1propos·al also ·mean~ that: we should already now be 
thinld.ng about· and envisaging' ·for the eonV8ntion a· prOtiiaion dete~ining 'how the 
elimination · or suoh racilitiei{ should be carried out~-. particularly'· th~ beionsina 
to COIIIIDercial firma -- whether they should n$'ces8arily'' be physically elimi~te\'t . 
"down to tn.e. foundation", . as is proposed by the United States delegation, _or whether 

-tbeir: diamantlirig or reorientation tor 'OOIIUDerc'ial production co~ltf'be all~wed~ ' . . . 
• ~ t' : • '; : .. . • . . ·;... • ..- •• . , ~ : :·~ : . .1 . : 

In the light· ~f the proposal of the German DemoCtoatic Republic, the appeal ··· · 
of the United Nations General Assembly . contained'' in resolUtion J7/98 A to retrain . ~· ' 
from the production and deployment of binary and other new types of chemtcal weaponS 
is particularly relevant • 

. ·Of course, the p·ropo88.l of th$ German Democratic Republic does note solve the •. 
entire problem. There still exists the' posM:bility of cir-cUmventing thi con'lentio~ 
through the covert production· or the moat ' dangerous types or prohibited chemicals' . ·,• 
fOr the manufacture of chemical weapons· 'at c0111111ercial enterprises'; arid not ; only· · ·. 
to create· stockpiles of binary weapons but also to iricreaise the atoeka or·· tracH.tionai 
chemical weapons. In order ·also 'to elilllinate this possibility of upsetting the . .. 
balance, we WQuld- like to propose another solution. We· :1hq~gest that ·the parties 
to the CQhVention · should not ·only close and th'en eliminate · the raclli ties apeei&.lly 
designed to produce chemicals for the · manufacture of chemical weapOns, ·· but in . 
additi.ort should~tefrain from the productf~, at their commercial en~rt)rises also, 
of products the li01.cule8 or wtrl.;ch cOntain 'the linking of· the methyl group. with 
the phoajj'hOrus atom. We believe that this proposal would eliminate the lriaterial 

. . ::.basis ·tor the covert · production of ·chemical weapons on the basis or or.g'llnopboaphorus 
compounds. As is known, these compounds serve as the basis for obtaining the most 
dangerolm supertoxic lethal chemical • nerve ~ agents such as, for example, GB,·· GO, 
GF, VX, both in industrial conditions and · in · binary systems. Since they -are not 
widely used in the commercial chemical industry, the economic damage '!"esul ting 
from the ces.tion of their production would; not be signifieant. 

No leas important is the fact that: our- p~posal would facilitate· Verification 
ot the non-ptooduction of prohibited chemicals, especially for binary Wea-pons, at 
commercial enterprises. In particular, it would eliminate the need "to make an 
inventory" of the entire organophosphorus industry and to identify those enterprises 

·., 

.· r 
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capable of producing chemical weapons. Detection of the fact of the production of 
o~ganophosphorus compounds containing the methylphosph<;~rus link tn the 'coiumercial 
industry would constitute proof of the violat~on of the relevant provisiori _of the 
convention. 

:I'he quest~on of the undj.minished security of all sides has oth~raspects. _ The 
military _ c~pal)il~ty _ of States PC?SB~?~ing_ chemical ,. w~apons of co~rse - ~empris~~- _not only 
chemical weapons but also other · types · of weapons. It is improbable that even· two _· 
States could possess completely identical components of their capabilities~ including 
also. tbe. ct)emi:cal. _. components, from the _point of view of their qual! ta ti ve and 
quantita~ive P.ar~eters. Finally, it is difficult to imagine that the States ~hich 
will have to eiifui.nate stockpiles of chemical weapons would elaborate, if ther~ _ ifJ no 
prev;J.o~sly agreed -order, even approximately similar plans for the -defJtr~~tiQn or '' 
reorien~ation· of these stockpiles according to such indicators as,)'or~ ~#:u~ple' . 
uni,formity, dates, rates of destruction of. various categories of chemicais~ . etc. '. :Arid 
that ._ b-eing so, the question arises what to do in order not to diminish the_ ~~cti("ity 
of Stat~s but on -the other hand to give them confidence that the · c(:,rive~tioh' is· 
effectiye and that they should not postpone the destruction of stockpiies to the 
last moment. 

,::.-.r 

Taking all these factors into account, . the Soviet delegation proposes the , wor~ing 
out of an order for. the destruction of stoc;k.piles of chemical weapons which; ~ould · -
not giv~ unilateral military -advantages to any participant at any f;!tage of the , . . -
elimination of . stockpile's and would : ensure ~~~ - evenness of the process. 

This order should be carefully thouSht. out' and el)lbodied in appr6priate' provisions 
of the future convention. Naturally, after the convention enters into force, taking 
into _ acco.unt the specific guantities and par~"eters of the stockpiJ.,.es of chemical 
weapons declared by the States parties 1 these·· provi,sions shoul(J be spelled-QUt in 

~ gre~ter detail. 

In conclusion, I should like to say a few words about-organizational matters. 
The . ~oviet _ del~gat~on, li!<e the dele8Cltion of Brazil, is concerned. at the_ fJtagnation 
which has ov~rtak~n the .· work of the Committee, and it_ appeals to those_ delegati,ons 
wh~ch .have _ prevent~d the resumption of negotiations ·on the.:p.rooibitiQn of c;h~mical __ 
weapons . during _the I?ast several ~eeks to agree to the proP;psals that have been made, 

t pffering a way out of the present situation. Twice last week Ambassador Herder of 
· · the German . Democratic Republic, speaking on behalf of the _socialist countries at 

plenary.meetings of the coi.lunittee -,- .. not to mention our actions -through ~nformal 
chaf1!'lels -- put forward proposals anj:l al terna ti ves designed. to permit the .. iiDinediate 
resumption, of the work of .the Ad_ Hoc Working Group on Chemiq~~ Weapons. We ~ope and 
we are even convinced that the efforts of the group of socialist States Will have 
positive results and that all th~ ' for!_Ylal obstacles that exis't~d,_ i!arli~r. and ~hich 
of course were not created by the, group of socialist 'col;lntries~ ~iill b~ removed, and. 
th~t the_ Ad Hoc .Working Group on Chemical Weapons will be ab:I.e to. resuine.i~s activj,ties. 

At the s~e ~ime, we would like to note with satbfaction that many delega~ion.S 
in the Committee have responded to our proposal concerning the conduct ot. ·bilateral 
consultatio~s on various . specific aspects of the question ot: -the prohibitipn..· of 
chemical weapons. The . Soviet delegation has already had a _ number .,of bilater::flf meetings 
and others are envisaged in the very near future. We confirm our readiness .. to display 
any . form of co-operation with delegations in the Committee .which w.ill . ~llow the 
speediest _possible progress in the negotiations on tne . prohibit_~on, ~f ctu~mi~l weapons. 

·' · The CHAIRMAN (translated from French): I thank Ambassador Issraelyan for ·his 
At.::~t.Pm~Rnt. ::.nd · f'nr" hi A Jd nrl wnrciR wi t.h rPl'lnP~t. t.n mVl'IIRl f" ::~nti mv ~nnnt ... v . T nnw ai "~ 
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Mr .. IMAI (Japan): Mr~ Chairman, on behaif of my -delegation; I wish to express 
our heartfelt congratulations for your assumption of the chairmanshi'p of this 
Committee for this .month of March. It is our pleasure to work under your experienced 
leadership and let me ass~re you of our fullest co-operation. 

I would also like to take this occasion to express our appreqiation to the 
outgoing Chairman, Ambassador Erderilbileg of the Mongolian People's Republic, for his:: 
efforts during the very difficult period of this session. 

It is not with such a light heart that I have asked for the floor this morning 
to restate and clarify the positions of a group of Western delegati~ns. We would . 
much have preferred that the matters of a procedural nature be dealt with in informal 
consultaticms through you, Mr4 Chairman, with the well-appreciated assistance of our 
able Secretary of the Committee• We would like to take this opportunity to express 
our joint appteciations to you for your present efforts. However, the matter has . 
already been taken up by certain delegations in the plenary, which compels u~ also 
to ·state our positions at this plenary meeting' 

. A group of delegations for which I am speaking this morning has been devoting 
many hours of serious deliberations since the beginning of the session to -what 
essentially are the requests by other groups to put new items on the agenda or to 
restructure the basic understanding regarding the working grOl1P chairmanships. I am 
not revealing any secret when I say that we have undertaken numerous consultations 
since the beginning of February, in our joint attempts to accommodate as much as 
possible toe concern and wishes of other delegations, thereby stretching to the 
ma-xim~ extent possible what we consider to be our principles, and I-ndeed those of the 
Committee on Disarmament. We have taken a number of occasions to sound out with the 
other colleague.s of the Committee various possible solutions to what: \;re have been 
unilaterally asked to do. It is our intention that this p'rocess of .cons.ultation~ be 
con.tinued in the future, mainly through you, Mr. Chairman, so that satisfactory 
solutions can be worked out very shortly. 

At the same time, we have become increasingly concerned that in spite of our 
oft-repeated desire and request, and those of many other delegations, that the 
Committee on Disarmament get into working gear and deal with substantive matters 
through the re·sumption of the working groups under the existing mandates, we are 
already in the sixth week of this session without being able to do so. I would hot 
want to think that the sftuation is the result of the preoccupation of c.ertain 
delegations that some issues be dealt with first, before the Committee starts 
substantive work. I would like to recall that Ambassador Alessi, our distinguished 
colleague from Italy, while being last month's co-ordinator, repeatedly emphasized 
that we go along with the established practice of the Committee, namely, that those 
working groups for which there is a consensus should immediately resume work, while 
at the same time we work hard to resolve the proposal for new agenda items. I hope 
that the. ~.xtent of the fl,exibility and accommodating approach thus displayed by us 
has not been lost on the .rest of our colleagUes. · 

With tl:lis much preface, I would like to get into the clarification of our 
positions first on the matter ofthe working groups . We fail to understand why there 
should be any problem regarding the chairmanship of the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons. It has been an established practice , to which we have never raised any 
objection and which we quietiy followed in the previous years, that this chairmanship 
be on a rotation basis. We cannot think of it in any other way, and thus we fail to 
understand the alternatives proposed by the distinguished representative of the 
German Democratic Republic l ast week. 
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Everyone in the .Committee agrees that the Working Group on Chemical Weapons is 
doing very important work and that we might be able to accomplish something very 
meaningful if we do not waste time on non-existent p'r6blems. Our proposal is, 
therefore: let us have the chemical weapons working group with Ambassador McPhail 
as Chairman and with the existing mandate and get to work. 

As far as the other working groups are concerned, as we all know, the 
Working Group on a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament is already in action 
under the able leadership of Ambassador Garc!a Robles of Mexico. Our position 
regarding other working groups has been very flexible and we have stated so. 

At the same time, I have said on the occasion of informal consultations tha.t 
there may bQ .some merit in the proposal floating around this room for some time that 
the chairmanships of all the working groups should be on the principle of rotation. 
I have stat;~ that if it is the wish of the other delegations we shall certainly be 
more than pr~pared to entertain and give serious consideration to the principie of 
rotation and to the proposed allocation of chairmanships accordingly. Of course, it 
is even mathematically difficult to observe complete rotation together with the 
mainte~nce of fair representation, but I am quite sure that the Committee on 
Disarmament, in its wisdom, can solve these details from year to year. 

Nev:ertheless, it is essential to emphasize that the working groups should start 
their work with the existing mandates. The existing mandates reflect the results of 
the work of previous years, and if only for the sake of maintaining continuity of the 
work it ~s essential that we start with them and follow through until such. ~andates 
are exha~sted. Of course, one may argue that no mandate represents holy and supreme 
wisdom and it is the right of every delegation to advance various ideas, but I would 
hope that such procedures would by no, means prevent the working group from proceeding 
with its important and substantive work. 

While I have the floor, let me touch upon a subject that has been with us for 
quite some time, namely, the proposed agenda item on the prevention of nuclear war. 
There is no question that the prevention of nuclear war is one of the most important 
and serious subjects today. Various views have been expressed as to the form and the 
context in which this question should be addressed. The posit.ions of the various 
delegations for which I am speaking now have been made clear on a number of occasions, 
including the plenary meeting of 28 February, and I have no intention of repeating 
them here today. 

I would merely like to remind .our colleagues that through our se.rious efforts 
in good faith to accommodate and make concessions as much as possible, a formula 
was proposed by our distinguished colleague from Italy at the informal meeting on 
22 February. I would like to inform the Committee that at the .informal consultation 
held last Friday, 4 t1arch, I presented yet another formulati~n, . namely: 

: .•. 

"Item 2 (a) 

(b) 

Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament; 

International security and disarmament; 
prevention of war, in particular nuclear war." 
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Sensing that this formulation might still pose difficulties to some delegations, 
I again presented, on the afternoon of Monday, 7 March, to our Chairman, 
Ambassador Skalli, still another alternative. This one reads as follows: 

"Item 2 Prevention of nuclear war: 

(a) Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament; 

(b) I~ternational security and disarmament." 

When presenting these formulations we have repeatedly emphasized our flexibility 
in achieving a formulation that would meet not only our own but all others' 
requirements. It has even been suggested that we would entertain constructive 
suggestions for changes or that we might consider it feasible that a formulation . 
such as the one I have just mentioned, on which the Chairman of the Committee would 
invite interpretative statements from interested delegations, may be agreed on. I 
.sincerely hope that all these serious efforts of ours will not meet out--of-hand 
rejections, but that the door is kept open for continued efforts to arrive at a 
consensus. 

I have only one more item on which I would like to state our position. We have 
noted, and indeed we share, the concern expressed by several delegations that the 
starting period of the Committee on Disarmament sessions should be taken up so much 
by procedural discussions. There have been a number of interesting concepts . 
presented on ways to avoid such possible impasses in the future, and we would be 
interested in participating in the consideration of this problem at an appropriate 
time and in an appropriate formulation. 

Before concluding my statement, which I am making on behalf of my own 
delegation and of a number of other delegations, I would like to repeat what I said 
at the outset. It would be much better, and in keeping with practice, if procedural 
issues were handled through informal consultations with you 1'1r< Chairman, and I 
would like to repeat again, that we appreciate the sincere efforts you have been 
undertaking in this direction, and would like to r econfirm our full support for your 
admirable and untiring efforts. 

The CHAIRMAN (·translated from French): I thank Ambassador Imai for his 
statement and for the kind words he addressed to the Chair. 

I now give the floor to the representative of Mexico, Ambassador Garc!a Robles. 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (translated from Spanish): Nr. Chairman, as this is 
the first time that I am taking the floor in the month of March, allow me to begin 
by saying how happy my delegation is to see you presiding over our work at this time , 
when so many unexpected difficulties and obstacles have arisen. I believe that your 
great knowledge of the subject and your diplomatic skill, wlth which we are all 
f amiliar, will be of help to us in the solution of our problems. I should also like 
once again to express my gratitude to Ambassador Erdembileg, the distinguished 
representative of Mongolia, who guided our work last month in an exemplary manner. 
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Although, as I have a lready said here , there ~re many aspects of the present 
situa tion that ?.!'0 rather discouraging for t h:: Committee , ther(-~ ~ rc a t the same t ime 
other e l ements whicl-} should give us encouragement. I am r e f F: rring to the numbor of 
distinguished p0rsons who have visited us so f~r during our 1983 session, the l~test 
today, when we have heard the eloquent statemarits by Ambassador Andreani, the 
Director-Gener~l of Politica l Affairs of t he Fr ench Miriistry of f orei gn Af f airs a nd 
Mr. Douglas Hurd, Minister of State for Fordgn and Commom.realth Af f a irs of the 
Unite d Kingdom. I t is pr ecisely b~cause of the content of those two s t a t ements a nd 
of the one H0 have just he3rd from the distinguished repr es enta tive of Japa n that , 
e ven at the risk of the i mperfections inevita ble i n a ny i mprovisation, I ha ve f elt 
compelled to ·t a ke the floor. I do not intend to s pea k a t any gr eat l ength. I have 
a lready, at the Committee ' s l 97th and l 9Bth meetings, ful ly expla ined tho position of 
my de legation with r egard to such questions as the item on the pr evention of nuclear 
war. Today , in the light of t he sta t ements we ha ve j us t heard , I should simply like 
to quote one passage of the working paper circula t Qd by the Group o f 21 in document 
CD/341; because it s eems to me that this pas s age conta ins the essence of the position 
of tha t Group on the subject of the pr evention of n~clear war. The passage in question 
is t he following: 

"Doctrines of nuclear deterrence , fa r from being the cause of 
the ma inte na nce of interna tional peace a nd securitv , lie a t the root of 
the continuing <)SCal ation in the qua ntitative and qualitativ~ d8V8lopment 
of nuclea r weapons a nd lea d to gr3~t .:::r insecurity e:'..nd i nst ability in 
interna tiona l r e l a tions. !'1oreover , such doctrines , Hhi ch ar e pr edicat ed 
upon the willingness to use nuclear weapons , cannot be t he basi s for 
preventing the outbreak of nuclea r w~r. H 

Since a r efer e nce ha s been made -- a f a r too gene rous r e f e r e nce -- to t he 
modest contribution I wts able to wal<:e to t he dra ft i ng of th·.:: F'ina l Document of t h·3 
firq~ specia l s 0ssion of th~ Gene r a l Assembly davoted to disarmament, in 1976 , I 
sho~ld like to quote certa i n par agr aphs which i n my view ser vo as ~ basis f or t he 
position of the Group of 21. Speaker s here have t r,lked about int e rna tiona l s ecurit y. 
vlha t does the Fina l Document say with r espect to s ecurity'i ~li th r eg8. r d to security 
the ~in~l tiocumGnt says: "Th~ i ncrease in weapons , aspaci a l l y nuclea r we a pon s , Ca r 
f rom he lping to strengthe n inte r national s ecurity, on th0 cont~ary w~akens i t" . 
Ther e hqs a l s o been t a l k o f dot errence . Wha t does th~ ?ina l Document say a bout 
det erre nce? The Fina l Document says : ''Enduring inter na tiona l peace and security 
cannot be built on t he accumulation of wea9onry by mi l i t a ry a lli a nce nor be sust a ined 
by a precarious b<:. l a nce of de t err enc<:J or doc t r ine s of s t r a t 0gi c s uper iorit y'' . The 
Fi nal Document dat e s from 1 ~)73 . Two yoaJ•s l a t er, on 12 S<3pt amber 1980 , .s. s tudy 
enti t led ''Comprehens i ve s tudy on nucl ear weapons " was c ircul a t ed i n t he United Na t i ons 
a s a r eport of the Secret a r y-General , in document A/35 /392. In t his s tudy thcr a a r e 
t wo paragr a phs i n p8.rticul a r -..rhich c:: r e of np8cia1 r elevanc.:J t o t he ma tter of de terrence . 
The fi r s t i s paragraph 497 whi ch r oads as f oll ows : 

"Even i f the bal a nce of de t erre nce ''18. 3 an enticcly s t 2,bl e phenomenon , 
t her e a r e s t rong mor a l . a nd pol i tical arguments aga inst 2 cont i nued r elia nce 
on this ba l a nce . I t .:i.s i m dmi ssi bl .;;; t h::J.t t hs pr os pect. of the anni hila t i on 
of huma n civilizatiori i s used by s ome St a t es tci promot e t hei r s ecurity . The 
fu t ur e of mankind i s th~n made hostage t o the perceived securi ty of a f ew 
nuclear-weapon St a t es ••• 11 • 
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Secondly, paragraph 519 of this same study, a study which, I should like to 
remind you, was drafted by 12 experts from 12· d:ift'i~rent countries ari'i:Cwas unanimously 
approved by all of them, says the following: 

"Even if the road to nuclear disarmament is a long and difficult one, 
there is no alternative. Peace requires the prevention of the danger of a 
nuclear \-Jar. If nuclear disarmament is to become a reality, the commitment 
to mutual deterrence through a balance of terror must be discarded. The 
concept of the maintenance of world peace, stability and balance through 
the process of deterrence is perhaps the most dangerous collective fallacy 
that exists." 

Lastly, as regards the pr~vention of nuclear war, there are two paragraphs of 
the Final Document which seem to me part.icuiarly relevant: paragraph 19, which 
emphasizes the need to adopt genuine measures of disarmament in order to "ensure 
the survival of mankind", and paragraph 20, which says the following: 

"Among such measures, effective measures of nuclear disarmament and 
the prevention of nuclear war have the highest priority. To this end, it 
is imperative to remove the threat of nuclear weapons, to halt and reverse 
the nuclear arms race until the total elimination of nuclear weapons and 
their delivery systems has been achieved, and to prevent the proliferation 
of nuclear weapons." 

I think that if you compare the passage I quoted from the working paper of the 
Group of 21 and the above-mentioned paragraphs with some of the statements we have 
heard today, you will be bound to come to the conclusion that there arc discrepancies 
of substance. It was for that reason that the Group of 21 preferred to submit its 
proposal in a wholly neutral formulation under which all positions of substance could 
be expressed. In addition, the Group of 21 was and is in agreement with the 
suggestion you made, Mr. Chairman, that upon the adoption of the agenda you should 
give the floor to all representatives who wished to place on record their 
interpretation of this neutral and general expression. My delegation thus finds it 
very difficult to understand why such a neutral form of wording should provoke such a 
violent reaction on the part of certain delegations. Apart from the fact of its 
general and neutral character, which would allow each delegation to interpret it in 
the manner most appropriate to its position of substance, the Group of 21 proposed the 
item in thls form of wording because resolution 37178 I, which the General Assembly 
adopted on 9 December 1982 by 130 votes in favour and none against, is entitled 
"Prevention of nuclear war", and in that resolution the General Assembly, in addition 
to requesting the Committee on Disarmament to undertake negotiations on that subject 
as a matter of the highest priority, decided to include in the provisional agenda of 
its thirty-eighth session an item entitled "Prevention of nuclear war: report of the 
Committee on Disarmament". 

In view of all that I have said, Mr. Chairman, my delegation ventures to hope 
that under your skilful guidance we may be able to find a solution to this matter 
as well as to the question of the working groups. 
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words he addressed to myself. 

my list. Does any other delegation 

Robles 

wish 

In that case, the next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament 
will be held on Tuesday, 15 March 1983, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting is adjourned. 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m. 


